Welcome to the 2015 OGSW at Ohio State

8:45AM CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
Served in the foyer adjoining the conference room, Pfahl 202.

9:25AM OPENING REMARKS
Robert C. Holub (Ohio State)

9:30AM SESSION
ON LITERATURE AND CULTURE
Organizer & Moderator: Gabriele Dillmann (Denison)
Eva Revesz (Ohio State),
“Getting Away with Murder: Bernhard Schlink’s Selbs Justiz and Ferdinand von Schirch’s Der Fall Collini”
Todd Herzog (Cincinnati),
“The World of Yesterday: Vienna and Habsburg Austria in Recent American Cinema”
John Davidson (Ohio State),
“Intermediality and German Film ca. ’68”

12:45-1:50 ~ LUNCHEON
Buffet served in adjoining foyer

1:50PM SESSION
MAKING LANGUAGE LEARNING MORE CONTEXTUALIZED AND ENJOYABLE
Organizer: Peter Yang (CWRU)
Moderator: Katra Byram (Ohio State)
Carmen Taleghani-Nikazm (Ohio State),
“Teaching culture through interactional patterns: Cultural literacy project at elementary and intermediate language classes”
Gary Baker (Denison),
“For Beginning German a Three-Prong Approach to Individualizing Instruction with Technology”
Panel with Gabriele Dillmann (Denison), Kathrin Frenzel (Ohio State), Carolin Mueller (Ohio State), Jaclyn Kurash (Wooster):
“Making Languages Relevant: The Potential of Cultures and Languages across the Curriculum for Sustaining German Programs”

3:00 - 3:15 BREAK ~ BEVERAGES/SNACKS

3:55PM SESSION
CURRENT TRENDS AND BEST PRACTICES IN GERMAN/AUSTRIAN EDUCATION ABROAD PROGRAMS
Organizer: Christina Guenther (BGSU)
Moderator: Kristie Foell (BGSU)
Andy Spencer (Ohio State),
“The importance of getting them early: Study Abroad for Beginning Language Learners”
Nik Sathe (Ohio University),
“Creative Consolidation: Merging AYA Austria Programs”
Christina Guenther (BGSU),
“Integrating Study-Abroad Service Learning Research into the Home Curriculum: BGSU’s Annual Embracing Global Engagement Conference for Undergraduate Students”

Peter Yang (CWRU),
“Making German Language Teaching More Playful: Teaching German through Famous German Language Plays”